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Peters, Matthew (City Council)

From: Pontious, David (City Council) on behalf of Conway, Mark (City Council)
Sent: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 11:53 AM
To: Peters, Matthew (City Council)
Subject: FW: PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE - Testimony December 7th, 2022  [PAHS Polycyclic 

Aromatic Hydrocarbons]

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

 
 

From: Shaiyel Seltzer <seaseals@hotmail.com> 
Date: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 at 11:50 AM 
To: Conway, Mark (City Council) <Mark.Conway@baltimorecity.gov>, Porter, Phylicia R.L. (City Council) 
<Phylicia.Porter@baltimorecity.gov>, Costello, Eric (City Council) <Eric.Costello@baltimorecity.gov>, Ramos, 
Odette (City Council) <Odette.Ramos@baltimorecity.gov>, Burnett, Kristerfer (City Council) 
<Kristerfer.Burnett@baltimorecity.gov>, Cohen, Zeke (City Council) <Zeke.Cohen@baltimorecity.gov>, Glover, 
Antonio (City Council) <Antonio.Glover@baltimorecity.gov> 
Subject: PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE - Testimony December 7th, 2022 [PAHS Polycyclic Aromatic 
Hydrocarbons] 

CAUTION:  This email originated from outside of Baltimore City IT Network Systems.   
Reminder:  DO NOT click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know that the 
content is safe.  Report any suspicious activities using the Report Phishing Email Button, or by emailing to 
Phishing@baltimorecity.gov 

Dear Public Safety Committee, 
Here is my testimony.  It is imperative that we get rid of use of "Forever Chemicals" PAHS and PHAS in 
products, and where they are found in our air, soil, and water.  It is time that Baltimore becomes a "Good 
Steward."   
  
PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE - Testimony December 7th, 2022 

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHS) are toxic chemicals - carcinogens that 
are mainly used as sealants and binders, especially to make tires, and make 
roadways.  It is conclusive that they are in our drinking water.   
Per- and Polyfluorinated Substances (PFAS) are chemicals used for non-stick 
surfaces, any rubbery clothing, like scubagear and raincoats, microwave popcorn 
bags and more. PFAS are found usually coupled when PAHs are present. 
PAHs and PFAs are what are known as, THE FOREVER CHEMICALS.   Polycyclic 
Aromatic Hydrocarbons are considered even more lethal, as they are linked to 
wildlife cancers all over the world. 
 

From: Shaiyel Seltzer <seaseals@hotmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 7, 2022 11:19 AM 
To: Cardona-Moz, Marly (DOT) <Marly.Cardona-Moz@baltimorecity.gov>; Dominick, Kathy (DOT) 
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<Kathy.Dominick@baltimorecity.gov> 
Subject: Dear Baltimore City Transportation Department - PAHS Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons  
  
Dear Baltimore City Transportation Department, 
          PLEASE, PLEASE, Do not sign over any more Baltimore City Streets for MTA to paint 
red...  BRT is failure.   Our streets were not built for busses.  Built for people and streetcars.  Since 
we met in November: it is conclusive - Tire ingredients include Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons 
(PAHs), which cause cancer in all creatures - human beings.  PAHs are mainly used in 
binders.  Stop PAHs: what I coin, "The Ultimate 
Carcinogens."  http://www.goserenade.org/baltimore/foreverchemicals.html  [After PFAS is 
PAHS.]  Why we must drastically lessen usage of tires. 
 

I Present Circle Loop Lines:  http://www.goserenade.org/baltimore/circlelooplines.html  [Under 
construction] 

          I truly want to help, and I hope that you feel my love and passion.  My offer still stands to formulate with 
someone in your department (seek above - map is now more accurate) to work on drawing what can first be 
changed easily using current busses, and then one for streetcars and canals (addressing climate change, and the 
chance to be able to SAVE Baltimore) so that Baltimore City can reclaim having its on Transit System.  Remember, 
there is a direct correlation between a city not having its own transit, and poverty (like Houston).  Having State of 
Maryland MTA and MTDA dictating local transit has been disaster for 52 years, and controls where people can go, 
and where and when not.  This is classist, segregationist, and racist.   Seek Baltimore 
Future:  http://www.goserenade.org/baltimore/houseexteriors.html    Streetcar Versus 
Bus:  http://www.goserenade.org/baltimore/streetcarversusbus.html 

Transportation:  http://www.goserenade.org/baltimore/transport.html 
          I am following up from sending you the information regarding Continuous Sidewalks and regarding 
using Sand instead of Salt, and the ramifications.  I attended the November 9th, 2022 Transportation - 
Health Committee Hearing.  I am following up with testifying for Public Safety Committee today regarding 
Baltimore City Fire Department, of which I hope you will reach out to, and glean that speed 
bumps/humps hinder, and lives are lost due to 10 seconds due to a single speed bump.  Having just one 
fire truck having to go over 6 speed humps, and our streets are narrow already, - that is 60 seconds - one 
minute!!!!  Why make it so hard?  Cities in United States, Roswell, Georgia, Austin Texas, have banned 
speed bumps, humps, and speed cushions.  Even Calvert County of Maryland passed a Resolution to only 
use speed hump as very last resort.   
The Commons:  http://www.goserenade.org/baltimore/thecommons.html     Ice, Ice, 
Baby:  http://www.goserenade.org/baltimore/snowandice.html 

 
Please Please change "salt" to "sand" for winter boxes.  Sand has traction; for ability to walk.  Salt only kills 
animals and goes into our waterways, along with PAHs and PFAs.      Shaiyel Seltzer 
 
 

"Many complain that they deliver a greater jolt 
than typical speed humps. At a Public Safety 
Commission hearing Monday, two advocates 
for the disabled said that the speed cushions 
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were extremely painful for those with 
musculoskeletal disorders. 
 

Karen Sironi, who has serious spinal issues 
due to a car crash a decade ago, told the 
commission that Transportation Director 
Robert Spillar stated that he didn't care if they 
{speed cushions} hurt people, a claim that an 
ATD spokeswoman vociferously rejected."   

- Austin's New 'Speed Cushions' Spark Outcry - Austin Monitor (2018)

 

SPEED BUMPS/HUMPS VERSUS TRAFFIC 
CALMING  

Why Continuous Sidewalks are Best Solution 

 

Speed bumps, or humps, are not calming, but stressful when one comes upon one a driver is 
forced to drive over. For many it causes great stress. One must understand, most drivers in 
residential areas do not outrageously speed. And one must remember, a driver is only one 
person, when they may have multiple people with various physical health issues that up and 
down causes great pain, from continuous uterine fibroid suffering, to coming home from any 
surgery. 
 
People who ask, even demand for speed bumps, because they do not know that there are 
many other options, especially when never seen or never been to most of the United States, 
let alone European countires.  Residents who are car owners and homeowners or renters on 
their street do not want to have challenges with their cars, but don't think that far out. The 
matter is that when one does not know the implications of what is "popular" and have not 
thought through the consequences due to not be given another choice, whether from a 
government official or themselves (doing research), the worst option, humps and bumps are a 
forever reality "dealing with" - not for the occasional speeder, but daily for you. 

1. CREATES NO BEHAVIOR CHANGE Speed Bumps do not change the driver's 
behavior. Driver attempts to go around, and can get too close to parked cars, 
scraping, even crashing into them.  Even hit pedestrians.   Damage = "Hit and 
Run."   
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2. RESPONSE TIME: Emergency Vehicles challenged - arrive at least 10 seconds later, 
making a person succumb to death with those missing 10 seconds. 

3. USA TREND: REMOVING & BANNING HUMPS AND BUMPS Cities all over the U.S.A. not 
only not adding new speed bumps, but are getting rid of speed bumps due to all the reasons 
below. Some even prohibit - ban. The trend is to no longer use this archaic procedure. Those 
that continue have not done the research, and are not following EPA standards. Often a 
contractor is selected that makes and installs especially heavy metal speed bumps due to 
political contributions. 

4. DANGEROUS: Harder to clean streets. Trash, Ice and Snow Removal. Bump 
and surrounding are never cleaned. 

5. ACTUALLY - CREATES TRAFFIC INCREASE Bicyclists, motorcycles, and dirt bike 
riders will drastically increase due to the fun of speed bumps. No other street has them 
around here. 

6. NOISE POLLUTION Increases noise levels: Scraping cars, especially low-riders, and 
engines reving over the bumps 

7. LOSS OF TIME DUE TO MORE CAR REPAIRS Increases wear and tear on tires, brakes, 
suspension systems, shock absorbers and rattle dashboards 

8. COSTS EVERY DRIVER $$$$$$$$ Expensive to place and repair/renovate 
9. HEAVY METALS ARE USED FOR HUMPS AND BUMPS: INCREASES AIR AND WATER 

POLLUTION: Carbon Monoxide emissions increase by 82%. Carbon Monoxide fumes double, 
and nitrogen increases 37% 

10. USING COAL-TAR, ASPHALT... WHICH CONTAIN POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC 
HYDROCARBONS (PAHS) LEACHING INTO DRINKING WATER, WATERWAYS The PAHS 
family is not regulated, though is well verified that along with human beings, creatures all over 
the world have brain and other types of tumors. Seek PAGE ON MENU, "THE FOREVER 
CHEMICALS" 

11. CARBON EMISSIONS INCREASES AND USES MORE GASOLINE Reduces fuel 
efficiency and increases gas consumption 

12. LAWSUITS - SUING BALTIMORE CITY GOVERNMENT: Car owners will sue Baltimore 
City one way or another due to speed bumps that become quickly weathered, uneven...... Ill 
care; like potholes, are suable, and automobile owners do win. Why clog the already clogged 
court system? 

13. REAL ESTATE: Home resale value goes down 
14. THE PEOPLE WHO SUFFER AND HAVE MOST COST ARE THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE ON 

THE BUMPED STREET: People who live on the street most impacted - counter intuitive to the 
mission - foreign drivers - people who do not live on the street. 

15. SOCIAL VIABILITY LOSS: Friends deterred to visit due to now lack of a place to park 
due to the speed bumps and fear of having their car sideswiped due to a driver who attempts 
to go around the speed bump. 

16. FORCES TRAFFIC TO OTHER STREETS: Causes vehicles to divert onto other local 
streets to avoid the humps/bumps 

17. CAUSES AGGRAVATION AND INCREASES HEALTH CONDITIONS: Speed 
humps/bumps also cause aggravation to motorists, lengthening pain for people with various 
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health conditions, even if can drive around the speed bump or speed cushion (wider and 
higher the worst) 

18. NEEDLESSLY CAUSES HARM: Going over speed humps and bumps is extremely 
painful for those who have ongoing pain, to coming home after any surgery.   Visually-
Impaired are already challenged with little to no sight, and street humps, especially in 
inclement weather, can easily not know, and fall, even with cane and dog. 

19. STOP SIGNS DO NOT WORK FORCES TRAFFIC TO OTHER STREETS: Causes 
vehicles to divert onto other local streets to avoid the humps/bumps 

20. EXPENSIVE: WASTE OF MONEY WHEN THERE ARE SO MANY OTHER SOLUTIONS 
21. SIMPLY: UGLY 

SOLUTIONS 
 

1. A PRETTY NEIGHBORHOOD SIGN: Signifying that people live here, not just 
throughways for you. 

2. ONE WAY SIGN: Having this vital sign where applicable naturally slows people down, 
as there has to be a reason for this distinction, yet the driver does not know the reason. 
Streets designated "One Way" need to have, on each end of the block, a clearly visible sign. 
Perhaps, more streets need to be "One Way," eliminating half of traffic due to only one way. 

3. "SLOW WILDLIFE and PEDESTRIAN CROSSING 10 MPH": ALONG RESIDENTIAL PARK 
AREA SIGNS Pictures of animals: frogs, snakes, raccoons, squirrels. woodpeckers, cardinals, 
blue jays .... various birds} 

4. "PEDESTRIAN CROSSING" Sign 

5. "SPEED LIMIT 10 MILES PER HOUR" Sign 

6. "SLOW - CHILDREN PLAYING" Sign [Day Care at a home on the street?.] CHILDREN AT 
PLAY, SPEEDING KILLS" Sign 

7. COMBINATION OF SIGNS: [Also: DISABILITY AS NEEDED] 

8. Chicanes 

9. Chokers 

10. Curb Extensions 
11. Raised Intersection - reduces speeders on Liberty Heights [CONTINUOUS 

SIDEWALKS] 

12. MEDIANS WITH FOLIAGE: Trees, Bushes - Topiary Medians 

13. Radar Sign of Speed with camera - give tickets on (example) Liberty Heights 
where cars turn. Combine with having Wildlife Crossing sign.   
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       14. CONTINUOUS SIDEWALKS - THE BEST WAY TO CURB DRIVER 
BEHAVIOUR - FORCED SLOWING. 
 

  

THE ENVIROMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY  (EPA)    
Method to Quantify Road Dust Particulate Matter Emissions (PM10 and/or PM2.5) 

from Vehicular Travel on Paved & Unpaved Roads  
August 2020 Page 13 

 
"This method was submitted by the Center for the Study of Open Source Emissions 
(CSOSE) and Desert Research Institute (DRI) to EPA's Office of Air Quality, 
Planning and Standards - Air Quality Assessment Division - Measurement 
Technology Group (MTG) for inclusion into the Other Test Method (OTM) category 
on EPA's Emission Monitoring Center (EMC)." 
 
  "5,  SAFETY    
             5.2. Speed Bumps, Road Debris, and Other Hazards 
A specific test vehicle may have undergone some modifications to enable mobile 
measurement of road dust emissions. These may include the installation of a 
sampling line behind a tire, the deployment of equipment on a trailer, or the 
placement of equipment on a platform mounted on the front or rear of the test 
vehicle. It is important to remember that when designing vehicle clearances, the 
manufacturer generally does not account for these types of modifications. For 
example, a sampling line behind a tire may not clear a speed bump or a large piece 
of road debris, resulting in a potentially hazardous situation. As another example, a 
piece of equipment mounted on a trailer may come loose during operation and fall 
off and cause a potential hazard to other vehicles.  It is important that the operator 
be aware of the conditions that can result in a safety hazard for the specific 
configuration of the test vehicle being used."  
 

                                                                                         Sincerely, 
                                                                                                                      Shaiyel 

Seltzer   

 

 


